
BORGATA POKER 2023 

1. The Borgata High Hand promotion will be offered daily.

2. Winners are responsible for all state and federal taxes and must provide a valid ID. Winners
must be an MGM Rewards member.

3. Customers playing at designated Bad Beat Jackpot eligible tables can participate in the Borgata
High Hand promotion.

4. Eligible hands will be determined by the rules set forth in the Bad Beat Jackpot rules and
regulations. The minimum qualifying hand will be Aces Full.

5. Borgata reserves the right to have all high hands verified by a Poker Supervisor. Borgata reserves
the right to disqualify any High Hand wherein collusion is suspected.

6. Players must use both hole cards dealt to make the best five card poker hand. All applicable
rules of the game apply. Players must ensure protection of their hand until verification by a
Poker Supervisor can be made.

7. In order to qualify, the hand must begin after the promotional day begins. If the hand begins
prior to the start of a promotion, it will not qualify for any high hand promotion, regardless of
the time of Showdown.

8. Once the promotion has begun, if there is a question as to which interval any hand belongs,
time of Showdown will be the deciding factor and may be confirmed via Surveillance. If two (or
more) initial or subsequent identical high hands are dealt and remain unbeaten in any
designated interval, the prize amount as described will be divided equally between those who
were dealt the hands.

9. If an initial qualifying hand is not dealt within any interval, then that jackpot will progress into
the next interval, known as a Roll Over (i.e., a $250 jackpot will become a $500 jackpot, and so
on.) There are unlimited roll overs.

10. If an initial qualifying hand is not dealt within the final interval of a Power Hour, then that
jackpot will progress into the first interval of a normal hour (i.e., a $500 jackpot will become a
$750 jackpot) or vice versa.

11. If an initial qualifying hand is not dealt during the last interval of the night, then the first
qualifying hand dealt will automatically and immediately receive the jackpot. The qualifying
hand must be dealt within 1 hour of the scheduled conclusion of the promotion. If no qualifying
hand is dealt within 1 hour of the scheduled conclusion of the promotion, the funds will be
returned to the Bad Beat Jackpot reserve.

12. Winners will be paid at the immediate conclusion of the interval. If a player is not present or
cannot provide a valid ID, the winnings must be claimed before the end of the promotional day
or funds will be returned to the Bad Beat Jackpot reserve.

13. By participating in Borgata’s High Hand, winner’s consent to the use of their name and photograph
for promotional purposes without additional compensation.


